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ATP adenosine triphosphate
CD catalytic domain of myosin
HMM heavy meromyosin
LMM light meromyosin
Pi inorganic phosphate
RD regulatory domain of myosin
RTT rotation-twist-tilt mechanism
S-1 S-1 region of myosin molecule
S-2 S-2 region of myosin molecule
T tail of myosin molecule

1
Introduction

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the general energy currency of the cell, is syn-
thesized by the universal enzyme F1F0-ATP synthase, which is present in abun-
dance in the mitochondria of animals, the chloroplasts of plants and in bacteria
[1, 2]. Since the ocean area and the amount of biomass is very large, the synthe-
sis and use of ATP is the most prevalent chemical reaction occurring on the sur-
face of the earth. It is a very important reaction for life and it is of great funda-
mental interest to understand how it occurs. The enzyme consists of a hy-
drophobic membrane-bound base-piece (F0) and a hydrophilic extramembrane
head-piece (F1, with stoichiometry a3b3gde in Escherichia coli) [1–13]. The F0
and F1 domains are linked by two slender stalks. The central stalk is formed by
the e-subunit and part of the g-subunit, while the peripheral stalk is constituted
by the hydrophilic portions of the two b-subunits of F0 and the d-subunit of F1.
The proton channel is formed by the interacting regions of a- and c-subunits in
F0 , while the catalytic binding sites are predominantly in the b-subunits at the
a-b interface. Great interest has been generated in this field after the direct ob-
servation of rotation of the central stalk in the hydrolysis mode by innovative
techniques, making ATP synthase the smallest-known molecular nanomachine
[14–16].

Force generation in muscle involves the interactions between actin, a helical
protein, and myosin, a highly asymmetric protein molecule [17–22]. It is funda-
mentally important to elucidate how the hydrolysis of ATP is coupled to motion,
and how force is generated by the actomyosin system of muscle. A detailed
analysis of the molecular mechanisms of energy transduction by these molecu-
lar machines should help us in understanding the means by which living cells
produce and consume energy. Insights obtained from such an investigation
would be expected to have several biological implications and to lead to novel
engineering applications. These aspects will be critically reviewed in the subse-
quent sections.
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2
Molecular Mechanisms of Energy Transduction in the F1 Portion 
of ATP Synthase

Two major candidate molecular mechanisms of ATP synthesis are Boyer’s bind-
ing change mechanism [23–26] and the torsional mechanism of ion transloca-
tion, energy transduction and storage, and ATP synthesis proposed by Nath and
coworkers [1, 9, 27–40, 69, 70]. The binding change mechanism was postulated
in 1973 (when very little was known about the ATP synthase) and represented a
milestone for that era. However, it is a gross mechanism that deals only with the
F1 portion of ATP synthase and ignores mechanistic aspects within the F0 por-
tion as well as the coupling between F0 and F1. It was proposed chiefly based on
enzymological studies without any structural evidence or use of computational
aids, which were lacking at that time. Moreover, most of the biochemical exper-
iments were conducted in the hydrolysis mode, with the enzyme acting as a hy-
drolase, not as a synthase. Nonetheless, a molecular mechanism of ATP synthe-
sis was postulated from these hydrolysis studies. This is, in the opinion of this
researcher, a difficult proposition because (as is now gradually but surely being
realized by a minority of researchers in the field), the driving forces for the two
processes are different, and ATP synthesis is not a simple reversal of ATP hy-
drolysis [1, 2, 41]. Thus one cannot, in our view, propose a mechanism for ATP
hydrolysis based on the action of the enzyme as a hydrolase and simply reverse
the arrows to obtain the mechanism of ATP synthesis. Note, however, that this
does not imply that microscopic reversibility is violated. The binding change
mechanism also fails to explain recent structural, spectroscopic, and biochemi-
cal observations. Finally, the details of the ATP synthesis mechanism and the
mechanical, molecular machine-like nature of ATP synthase have not been pro-
posed in the binding change mechanism from 1973 till 2002.

On the other hand, the torsional mechanism of ion transport, energy trans-
duction, energy storage and ATP synthesis is a complete mechanism that has
several novel features and addresses the details of the molecular mechanism
within F0 [1, 30, 33, 35, 37–39, 69, 70], the molecular mechanism in F1 [1, 9, 32, 36,
38, 40], and the molecular mechanism of coupling between F0 to F1 [1, 9, 31, 32,
35–40, 69, 70] and provides a detailed sequence of events and their causes. In
this section, the major differences between the torsional mechanism and the
binding change mechanism are presented.

2.1
Principal Differences between the Torsional Mechanism and the Binding 
Change Mechanism

First, according to the torsional mechanism, every elementary step requires en-
ergy [9, 30–32, 38]; this differs from the fundamental tenet of Boyer’s binding
change mechanism that energy of the proton gradient is used not to make ATP
but primarily to release tightly bound ATP from the enzyme-ATP complex
[23–26]. Second, the torsional mechanism clearly reveals the absence of site-site
cooperativity in ATP synthase in the steady state physiological mode of func-
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tioning [1, 9, 32, 38]. This is different from the second fundamental tenet of the
binding change mechanism. Third, “binding changes” “drive rotation of the 
g-subunit” in the binding change mechanism while, according to the torsional
mechanism, conformational changes are caused by Mg-nucleotide binding as
well as by fundamental g-b and e-b interactions which arise from torsion and
intersubunit rotation in ATP synthase. Possibilities include: a) energy of bound
MgADP·Pi equals the energy of bound MgATP at the site, i.e., an equilibrium at
the enzyme catalytic site as postulated by the original binding change mecha-
nism; b) energy of enzyme catalytic site-bound MgADP·Pi is far greater than
energy of bound MgATP because of the much tighter binding of ATP (com-
pared to ADP) to the enzyme catalytic site and this drives the reaction, i.e., the
large negative free energy of ATP binding makes the reaction go, which is the
view of Penefsky and Boyer; c) the energies of bound forms are different, but, as
per the torsional mechanism of ATP synthesis, this does not drive the change/re-
action. Thus, in our view, one needs to alter the catalytic site to make it prefer
ATP and achieve ATP synthesis. Finally, according to the binding change mech-
anism, the binding energy released during the ATP binding step performs useful
work in the “user” molecule (e.g., the actin-myosin system in muscle [22]). Ac-
cording to the torsional mechanism, the enthalpy change upon ATP hydrolysis is
transduced to useful work [1, 9, 22]. Thus, the elementary step whose energy is
employed for the performance of useful work differs radically between the two
mechanisms. The torsional mechanism and the binding change mechanism are
thus completely different from each other. They may be regarded as two poles of
ATP synthesis mechanisms in the F1 portion of ATP synthase. The chief differ-
ences between the two mechanisms are summarized in Table 1.

Which of these two poles appears more likely (Table 1)? Which one (if any)
appeals or convinces the discerning scientist-engineer? This is for the scientific
community to debate and to find out by theory and experimentation. But per-
haps, for now, it seems sufficient (an achievement?) that a complete, more de-
tailed alternative molecular mechanism exists and that the differences stand
clearly and unambiguously accentuated.

2.2
Structural Studies to Validate the Postulates of the Torsional Mechanism

The catalytic site of a b-subunit of ATP synthase contains three major sub-do-
mains of interest. In our interpretation, the adenine-binding sub-domain consists
of the amino acid residues Tyr 345, Phe 418,Ala 421, Phe 424, Thr 425, Pro 346,Val
164, and Gly 161 (the residue numbers refer to mitochondria). The phosphate
binding sub-domain is made up of the following residues of the b subunit: Lys
162, Thr 163, Val 164, Leu 165, Gly 161, Val 160, Gly 159, and Arg 189. The amino
acid residues Lys 162, Thr 163, Glu 188,Arg 189, Glu 192, and Asp 256 of the b sub-
unit contribute to coordination with the Mg2+ and form the third sub-domain [9].

One of the major postulates of the torsional mechanism of ATP synthesis is
that the nucleotide cannot bind (and stay bound) in the open conformation. We
studied the Walker crystal structure to provide a quantitative basis for this pos-
tulate. We first determined all the atoms within a distance of 5 Å from any atom
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Table 1. The major differences between the torsional mechanism of ATP synthesis and the
binding change mechanism

Binding change mechanism Torsional mechanism

Site-site cooperativity exists among No site-site cooperativity among catalytic
catalytic sites sites in the steady state physiological mode 

of operation
Different affinities of catalytic sites for Different affinities of catalytic sites for
Mg nucleotides in ATP synthase are MgADP or MgATP are explained by intrinsic
explained by a negative cooperativity asymmetry of the catalytic sites due to their
of binding asymmetric interactions with the single 

copy subunits of F1 governed by the position
of the g-subunit within the a3b3 cavity and
the e-subunit

A~105-fold positive cooperativity of The rate enhancement during ATP synthesis
catalysis takes place in transition from is explained to be due to an increase in the
“uni-site” to “bi-site” catalysis fraction of the F1F0 enzyme population 

containing bound nucleotide in all three 
catalytic sites with increase in substrate 
concentration

Reversible catalysis Irreversible mode of catalysis under 
physiological conditions and for a single 
enzyme molecule

ATP synthesis occurs spontaneously on Energy is needed for the synthesis
the enzyme elementary step
Pi binding is conceived to be spontaneous Pi binding requires energy
in diagrams depicting the mechanism
Substrate binding precedes product release Product release precedes substrate binding
or is simultaneous with it during Vmax in Vmax physiological mode of functioning
ATP synthesis

The energy of substrate binding at one Substrate binding energy is used in situ to
catalytic site is transmitted to another cause conformational changes at that
catalytic site and used for product release catalytic site. The energy for product release
from that site comes from an interaction of a b with a 

subunit/agent outside, and not part of,
the a3b3 ring

Two catalytic sites only need to be filled Three catalytic sites need to be filled by 
by bound nucleotides for physiological bound nucleotides to achieve physiological
rates of ATP synthesis rates of ATP synthesis. Catalysis takes place 

in the three-nucleotide state
Free rotation of g Torsion of g
Continuous Discrete, quantized
No energy storage Energy storage is crucial
No closed catalytic site in catalytic cycle. Closed catalytic site, where the substrate can
Substrate can bind to the catalytic site stay bound, is an intermediate in the
with the open, distorted conformation catalytic cycle
and remain bound.
Driving force is nucleotide binding Driving force is DpH+DpAnion
Entropic Enthalpic



of the adenine ring. Considering the fact that the interactions of the adenine
ring within the pocket are primarily hydrophobic in nature, critical atoms
among these were identified. These atoms were taken to be the constituents of
the adenine binding sub-domain. To compare the differences among the three
conformations of the sub-domain, during the loose, tight and open states of the
b-subunits, the effective space within the sub-domain was estimated in the fol-
lowing way: the coordinates of the centroid in each conformation were deter-
mined and then the root mean square deviations of the constituent atoms of the
sub-domain from the centroid were calculated. The r.m.s. values of the tight and
loose conformations were close to each other (18.05 Å and 18.93 Å, respec-
tively), but the r.m.s. value of the sub-domain for the open conformation was
significantly higher at 22.06 Å. This implies that the adenine-binding sub-do-
main in the open conformation contains 22.2% more space than in the tight
conformation. This provides quantitative evidence that it would not be possible
for the adenine ring to bind properly to the sub-domain in the open conforma-
tion. Figs. 1a–c depict the adenine binding sub-domain in the tight, loose and
open conformations (observed at the same magnification) and provide visual
evidence for the above conclusions.

Similar calculations performed for the phosphate-binding sub-domain
showed that there exists 35.8% and 34.8% more space in the open conformation
as compared to the tight and loose conformations, respectively. For the Mg2+

binding sub-domain, there was 24.4% and 37.1% more space in the open con-
formation over the tight and loose conformations, respectively. This shows that
the Mg2+ coordination with its ligands is different in each of the three confor-
mations, indicating that changes in the Mg2+ binding to its ligands are crucial
for catalysis, as conceived by the torsional mechanism from the very inception.
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Table 1 (continued)

Binding change mechanism Torsional mechanism

One point of 18O water entry; one pathway Three points of 18O water entry; two pathways
of oxygen exchange of oxygen exchange 
Binding changes are fundamental Conformational; both conformational 

changes caused by nucleotide binding and by
fundamental g-b and e-b interactions which
arise from torsion and intersubunit rotation
in ATP synthase are essential and help each
other 

In the hydrolysis mode, binding of sub- In the hydrolysis mode, the 120° rotation of
strate MgATP to a catalytic site provides the g-e is driven by the energy of ATP hydro-
the driving force for rotation of g lysis occurring in the bTP site (i.e., site 2, the

site with intermediate affinity)
Useful work is performed by the binding The enthalpy change upon ATP hydrolysis is
energy released during the ATP binding transduced to useful work (untilting of the
step in the user molecule (e.g., the myosin- myosin head and dragging of actin filament
actin system of muscle) with it) in the user molecule
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Fig. 1 a – c. The adenine-binding sub-domain in the (a) loose, (b) tight, and (c) open confor-
mations viewed using RasMol

a

b
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2.3
Catalytic Site Occupancies During ATP Hydrolysis by F1-ATPase

A breakthrough on the experimental front was made by Weber and Senior
through the design of optical probes by insertion of tryptophan residues at ap-
propriate locations in the catalytic sites of F1 [42, 43]. This permitted the first di-
rect monitoring of nucleotide occupancy of the catalytic sites in the hydrolysis
mode by a true equilibrium technique. Their results showed that the steady
state hydrolysis activity by F1-ATPase was due to enzyme molecules with all
three catalytic sites occupied by nucleotides (“tri-site” catalysis). They even pro-
posed that a mode of catalysis with two substrate-filled catalytic sites (“bi-site”
catalysis) may not exist [44]. Boyer has recently proposed that bi-site activation
continues even at high substrate ATP concentrations when three catalytic sites
are filled [45]. In his opinion, showing Vmax hydrolysis activity only when three
sites are filled means nothing: one is still seeing bi-site catalysis. In this re-
viewer’s view, he is now implying very subtly that “bi-site” does not mean “two
catalytic sites filled” and is attempting to change the very definition of “bi-site”
accepted for the last 30 years: it hasn’t anymore to do with physical occupancy of
the sites but with “activation” (e.g., changes at catalytic sites). In other words, at
any time, one catalytic site, although filled, is not working, i.e., not undergoing
any changes. There may be no scientific way to ever prove or disprove such an
assertion (in the Popperian way), because whatever is happening, by default, is
bi-site! It should be pointed out that the binding change mechanism has had its
chances for three decades; several modifications have already been made to it
over the years, and very recently, major changes have been postulated. Unfortu-
nately, none of the changes has offered a true mechanistic understanding and
has made the situation harder to resolve. Perhaps the time has come to give al-
ternative mechanisms a chance. Finally, if in future it is postulated that bi-site
activation operating under tri-site conditions is different from bi-site activation
under bi-site conditions, we would be in great danger of scientific anarchy. This
will also affect other fields, for example, those dealing with myosin and hemo-
globin research. One way to maintain harmony is to continue with the defini-
tion of n-site based on physical occupancies. Moreover, if rapid enzyme
turnover is obtained with two (or three) sites filled, it should be referred to
properly as bi-site (tri-site) catalysis.

2.3.1
Other Specific Difficulties with the Binding Change Mechanism

Numerous other difficulties arise. After championing bi-site mechanisms for
decades, we are suddenly informed that “the important consideration should
be, however, not the number of catalytic sites that may be occupied, but what
sites must be occupied for rapid enzyme turnover to occur” [45]. The proposal
is that site 1 (highest affinity or T) and site 2 (intermediate affinity or L) are oc-
cupied in synthesis mode, but site 1 and site 3 (lowest affinity or O) are occu-
pied in the hydrolysis mode. Thus, a different second site (site 2 or site 3) is con-
ceived to be occupied during steady state synthesis and hydrolysis, respectively.
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Why this should be is not clear. If only two catalytic sites are occupied out of
three, then (whether it is steady state synthesis or hydrolysis) one would expect
them to be the site with the highest affinity (site 1) and the site with intermedi-
ate affinity (site 2), but not site 3 in any case. In bi-site synthesis ADP+Pi enter
and bind in site 2, ATP is made reversibly in site 1 and is released from site 3,
while in bi-site hydrolysis, ATP enters and binds in site 3, ADP and Pi form in
site 1 and are released from site 2 (Fig. 1 of ref. [45]). Thus, in the hydrolysis
mode, site 3 is occupied by ATP but site 2 of higher affinity remains empty,
which is not logical, as pointed out earlier [1]. On the other hand, if site 2 were
also occupied, then as discussed above, it should be termed tri-site hydrolysis,
not bi-site hydrolysis. Moreover, it is difficult to understand how a site (in this
case site 2 during ATP synthesis) has “greater affinity for ADP than ATP” [45].
The catalytic site binding pocket is for the adenine moiety (Fig. 1) which is the
same for both ADP and ATP. Even if the nucleotide phosphates contribute, how
the triphosphate has a lower affinity for the catalytic site than the diphosphate
is hard to conceive. Further, in the recent X-ray structure of Menz et al. [4], the
ADP binds to the catalytic site that remained unoccupied in the 1994 Walker
structure, i.e. it binds to bE (site 3), and not to site 2 (which is site 1 in Boyer’s
nomenclature in Fig. 1 of ref. [45]). Hence, this fact cannot be taken as support-
ing the binding change mechanism; in fact, it supports tri-site catalysis.

2.3.2
Possible Resolution of Some Specific Difficulties in the Binding Change Mechanism:
The Importance of the Transport Steps

High ATP concentrations are not expected to be present during rapid ATP syn-
thesis in the physiological mode of functioning. ATP will only be produced on
demand. So there will exist a cut-off, which is a problem of regulation. Signifi-
cantly, elementary transport steps in the ADP-ATP translocator and the Pi-OH–

antiporter are critical: if the ATP produced is immediately transported out and
exchanged for an ADP, as in the physiological situation, ATP synthesis will not
proceed with “high” ATP concentrations present. In fact, if ATP leaves from site
3 during synthesis in bi-site catalysis and ATP enters site 3 during bi-site hy-
drolysis, and if ATP synthesis were to take place with high ATP concentrations
prevailing, then it is difficult to conceive what prevents ATP from re-binding to
site 3 and causing its own hydrolysis. We have repeatedly emphasized that it is
important to study not just the reaction but also a whole series of transport
steps. Kinetic schemes incorporating transport steps and chemical reaction for
ATP synthesis under true steady-state conditions have been presented and
quantitatively analyzed for the first time [32, 33]. The occurrence of competitive
inhibition of ATP synthase by ATP as the inhibitor in the synthesis mode has
also been suggested. In a population of ATP synthase molecules, a fraction of
the population can carry out synthesis and another fraction can work in the hy-
drolysis, but according to the torsional mechanism, a single ATP synthase mole-
cule can either be working in the synthesis mode or in the hydrolysis mode at
an instant of time, i.e., synthesis and hydrolysis can be carried out simultane-
ously only by different enzyme molecules.
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2.3.3
Discriminating Experimental Test of Proposed Molecular Mechanisms and Biological 
Implications

The basic issue can be stated as follows: if bi-site conditions (110, 101, 011 indi-
vidually or together, where 1 refers to occupation and 0 to non-occupation of
sites 1, 2 and 3, respectively) do not contribute significantly to the rate of steady
turnover by themselves (as % of Vmax, say), then one should not postulate them
to contribute when three catalytic sites are occupied. In other words, if there ex-
ists no “bi-site activation” during bi-site catalysis, then it is not reasonable to
postulate bi-site activation to have a “predominant role” under tri-site condi-
tions. Since the filling of the third site should cause little (if any) rate enhance-
ment according to the binding change mechanism, the fraction of Vmax attained
due to the 111 enzyme species should remain more or less the same as in bi-site
conditions (110, according to the binding change mechanism, but even stretch-
ing it to the extreme, 110+101+011 occupied enzyme species). This prediction
can be tested. Moreover, “bi-site activation” can be considered to remain at the
same level as in bi-site catalysis (and not “stop”) by comparing the rate due to
111 species, various bi-site species, and the sum of 111+various possible bi-site
species among themselves and with the experimentally measured hydrolysis
rate. Selected results are shown in Fig. 2. It is found that the theoretically pre-
dicted rate due to species 111 alone accounts perfectly for the experimentally
observed rate data [44] over four decades of substrate MgATP concentration,
providing unequivocal evidence for tri-site catalysis as the only mode of cataly-
sis (Fig. 2). This has profound biological implications for any proposed mecha-
nism. It should also be emphasized that the values of dissociation constants 
of the sites treated as independent from each other are sufficient to match the
calculated rates with the experimental data over the entire range of substrate
concentration. Experimental evidence supporting the torsional mechanism 
in the F1 portion of ATP synthase has recently been reviewed in consummate
detail [1].

2.4
The Torsional Mechanism of ATP Hydrolysis

The primary intention behind the development of the torsional mechanism was
to understand the functioning of ATP synthase in the synthesis mode. However,
in order to clarify and fully appreciate the aspects raised above, the torsional
mechanism has been developed for the hydrolysis mode (Fig. 3). In steady-state
hydrolysis, ATP binds to enzyme that has 1 ATP (in bDP) and 1 ADP (in bTP) 
already bound; in the tri-site state, the enzyme has 2 ATP (in bDP and bC) and 
1 ADP (in bTP) bound to the catalytic sites. The conformations of the catalytic
sites are depicted in Fig. 3. Details of the ATP hydrolysis cycle are as follows: the
e-subunit is located close to (and interacts with) the O site (bE). To start the 
cycle, first Mg2+ and ATP enter the nucleotide-free “T” site (bDP) (which, in the
absence of Mg nucleotides has an open conformation; see ref. [9]). Mg2+ and
ATP enter “L”, bind, change its conformation to L and hydrolyze to ADP and Pi;
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Pi leaves L. Due to the hydrolysis event in b and the resulting change in electro-
static potential, torque is generated at the b-g interface causing the top of the g-
subunit to rotate by 120°. Due to the load of the c subunits and the membrane it-
self, the bottom of g does not rotate immediately; hence there is torsional strain
in the g-subunit. This torsion strains the e-bE interaction. The C-terminus of bE
sterically hinders movement of g. The MgATP binds and its binding energy can
break the strained e-bE interaction and the bE (O or site 3) site changes its con-
formation to bC (C), as described before in detail [9] and we have state 5. The
change in conformation of bE to bC relieves the steric hindrance and the e and
bottom of g now move in steps of 15°/30°. The conformations of b change:
C (bC)ÆT (bDP), TÆL (bTP) and LÆO (bE) and we reach a state of the enzyme 6
in Fig. 3. The e-subunit has now rotated from O to L and has converted the L site
to O and helped release product ADP and the steady-state cycle now repeats
(7–9) (Fig. 3). ATP hydrolysis in L (site 2) drives the rotation, but unless ATP
binds in O and changes its conformation to C, the e-subunit and the middle and
bottom of the g-subunit cannot rotate due to steric clash between g and bE.
Moreover, unless ATP hydrolyzes in L and the torsion in g strains the e-bE inter-
action, the ATP cannot bind and change the conformation of bE to bC. Finally,
note that in the absence of the e-subunit,ADP cannot be released and eventually
all three catalytic sites will contain bound MgADP (the “ADP-inhibited state”)
and the enzyme will stop working as there exists no way by which ATP can en-
ter and bind to the catalytic site.
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Fig. 2. Relative rates of ATP hydrolysis by F1-ATPase as a function of substrate concentration
for 2.5 mM Mg2+ excess over ATP. ●● denotes experimentally measured relative ATPase activity
[44], –– represents the calculated relative activity due to enzyme species with all three cat-
alytic sites filled (111) as predicted by the torsional mechanism, – – – that due to all three 
possible bi-site species (110+101+011), and ––-–– that given by the sum of tri-site and all 
possible bi-site species. The sum is obtained assuming the species to possess the same spe-
cific activity. Kd values of sites 1, 2, 3 are 0.02, 1.4 and 23 mM, respectively [44]



3
Molecular Mechanisms of Energy Transduction in the F0 Portion 
of ATP Synthase

The inventive chemiosmotic hypothesis of oxidative phosphorylation was first
proposed by P. Mitchell in 1961 [46, 47] and generated a great deal of contro-
versy in the bioenergetics community for two decades. That era failed to pro-
vide any challenging alternatives, and the chemiosmotic hypothesis was ac-
cepted “for the time being” as “the best available hypothesis” of ATP synthesis.
According to chemiosmotic postulates, the rate of ATP synthesis (JATP) is solely
determined by the electrochemical potential difference of protons between two
bulk aqueous phases, Dm̃H=FDy–2.303RTDpH, consisting of a linear addition of
the pH difference and a delocalized electrical potential difference across the
membrane created by the uncompensated, electrogenic translocation of pro-
tons themselves on the redox side. Thus, according to chemiosmosis, a unique
correlation should exist between Dm̃H and JATP. Complete consensus could not
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be reached because several lines of biochemical evidence did not support the
fundamental tenets or the implications of the hypothesis. Two of the major ex-
perimental anomalies [48] are taken up in this article: (i) the relation between
the flux (JOX or JATP) depends on how Dm̃H is varied, i.e., there is no unique de-
pendence between flux and driving force, and (ii) inhibition of the enzymes on
either the redox or the ATPase side does not lead to compensation of the rate of
ATP synthesis by the remaining non-inhibited enzymes. These anomalies go
against the fundamental tenets of chemiosmosis and cannot be explained by it.

The torsional mechanism of ion translocation, energy transduction and stor-
age, and ATP synthesis explains the cornucopia of experimental observations
on ATP synthesis without exception. The torsional mechanism itself has been
reviewed and covered in great detail in the original publications, as well as in
several inaugural and plenary lectures at various conferences. In order to un-
derstand the mode of ion translocation, the spatial and temporal pattern of ele-
mentary transport processes, and energy coupling, it is important to analyze the
source of the electrical potential, Dy. Electrogenic ion transport has often been
proposed to explain ion transport in the F0 portion of ATP synthase [46, 47].
The chemiosmotic theory considers the uncompensated, electrogenic transport
of protons by redox complexes as the source of Dy, i.e., a single source results in
the creation of both a delocalized DpH and a delocalized Dy. However, various
experimental observations obtained over the past several decades do not satisfy
the electrogenic mode of ion transport. Experiments with ATP synthase recon-
stituted into liposomes demonstrate ATP synthesis at physiological rates even
though no redox complexes are present in the system [49–51]. Similar experi-
mental observations were first reported on submitochondrial particles and it
was concluded that “an electrochemical gradient of protons can drive the syn-
thesis of ATP independent of electron transport” [52]. According to the
chemiosmotic hypothesis, an electrical potential difference of 180 mV exists
across the membrane in state 4. Considering the fact that, in state 4, no proton
translocation is mediated by the redox complexes, and proton leak through the
membrane is extremely small [27–29, 47, 53], it is difficult to account for such a
high Dy across the membrane. In addition, the experimentally observed varia-
tion in the K+/ATP ratio from 0 to 4 [54, 55] with K+ as well as valinomycin con-
centrations cannot be satisfactorily explained by an electrogenic mode of ion
transport. Lastly, a laborious, decade-long program of experimental studies
aimed at directly measuring the presumed delocalized Dy in giant mitochon-
dria using microelectrodes did not detect any significant electrical potential
[56, 57]. These observations, obtained using a variety of techniques over a pe-
riod of more than 30 years, pointed to the absolute need to perform a reap-
praisal of the mode of ion transport across the membrane in the F0 portion of
ATP synthase. After a systematic reappraisal, we concluded that either no Dy is
created, or that Dy is created in the vicinity of the ATP synthase complex by an
independent source other than protons, and that the overall driving force for
ATP synthesis are the ion gradients due to protons and counter-ions (anions
transported through symsequenceport or cations transported through antise-
quenceport), and in this context, we proposed a dynamically electrogenic but
overall electroneutral mode of ion transport [35, 38]. This mode of ion transport
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involves a membrane-permeable anion (e.g., chloride in chloroplasts, succi-
nate/fumarate in mitochondria) moving in the same direction as the proton, or
a cation being transported in a direction opposite to the direction of proton
movement (e.g., valinomycin-K+ in vitro) (Fig. 4). Thus, the energy-transducing
complexes in mitochondria function as anion pumps [38]. However, both pro-
ton and anion (or counter-cation) do not move together or simultaneously (as
proposed in ion-exchange mechanisms, in electroneutral ion transport mecha-
nisms, or electroneutral pump-leak mechanisms) (Fig. 4) but sequentially.
Hence the ion transport is step-wise or dynamically electrogenic, but overall
electroneutral. However, in order to extract energy from the anion/counter-
cation, it is critical to understand the temporal sequence of events.

The possibilities of simultaneous transport of proton and anion (or counter-
cation) or proton transport preceding anion (or counter-cation) translocation
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Fig. 4 a – c. Schematic representation of a) electrogenic, b) electroneutral and c) dynamically
electrogenic but overall electroneutral modes of ion transport



are ruled out because in either case, the energy stored in the anion (or counter-
cation) gradient is not made available to the proton; therefore in the absence of
sufficient quanta of energy, complete rotation of the c-rotor in the F0 portion of
ATP synthase (by 15°) cannot take place. Thus, anion transport or counter-
cation transport (K+ transport from inside to outside in the presence of valino-
mycin) must precede proton transport through the proton half-channels. In this
mechanism, the energy of oxidative phosphorylation is stored in the overall
sense as the proton and the anion/counter-cation gradients. The counter-ion
gradients are converted to a diffusion potential, Dy, so that the true driving
forces for ATP synthesis are DpH and Dy. The ion-protein interactions due to
proton binding/unbinding in the presence of a Dy involve the creation of a
D(Dy) as an intermediate step for rotation of the c-rotor and subsequent stor-
age of torsional energy in the g-subunit to be used thereafter for synthesizing
ATP [1, 9, 30–40]. Hence, the energy transiently stored in DpH and Dy is con-
verted to torsional energy through the mechanoelectrochemical process of ion-
protein interactions. The localized nature of Dy created by ion permeation
events in the vicinity of the ATP synthase, and the strictly ordered temporal se-
quence of the permeation processes generate a complex pattern in which the
overall fraction of energized spatial domains/regions (for a constant stimulus)
remains more or less constant at each time, but the region involved in the ele-
mentary processes fluctuates with time, so that different spatial domains/re-
gions or sites in the vicinity of the enzyme molecules are brought into play with
the passage of time. We believe that the dynamically electrogenic but overall
electroneutral mode of ion transport via symsequenceport or antisequenceport
may prove to be a general principle governing ion transport and temporal and
spatial pattern formation in biological systems.

3.1
Resolution of the Experimental Anomalies by the Torsional Mechanism

It will now be shown how the mechanism of ion translocation discussed in
Sect. 3 [38, 39] resolves the apparent experimental anomalies in a natural, al-
most self-evident way. Suppose that the proton and anion gradients (i.e., the 
total energy available to the system through that ion I, as measured by the com-
monly employed expression RTF–1ln[Iout/Iin]) are distributed (through ion per-
meation) among n ATP synthase enzyme complexes (n<ntotal) such that the Dy
contribution per ATP synthase complex is 60 mV, and that the DpH contribution
also measures 60 mV per enzyme molecule. Let a rate of ATP synthesis JATP be
measured under these conditions. Increasing the proton gradient such that DpH
(and hence Dm̃H) increases (to>60 mV per complex), keeping Dy the same will
not increase JATP, because the Dy component (the anion) which is not in excess
will limit the rate; the excess DpH alone cannot lead to increased rates of ATP
synthesis by itself, according to the torsional mechanism of ion translocation.
Hence, although Dm̃H increases, JATP remains unchanged in such a situation.
Similarly, increasing the Dy component will increase Dm̃H (as calculated by the
chemiosmotic equation) but cause no increase in JATP. Similarly, a decrease in
the individual driving forces from >60 mV to 60 mV (keeping the other driving
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force clamped to 60 mV) will cause no decrease in JATP, even though the pre-
sumed driving force (Dm̃H) has decreased. Now consider the case when the total
Dm̃H is kept constant at 120 mV. If, starting from a proton gradient equivalent to
60 mV and an anion gradient equivalent to 60 mV, the DpH component (or Dy
component) is increased to say 90 mV and the Dy component (or DpH compo-
nent) is decreased to 30 mV, JATP will decrease. The reverse transition will en-
hance JATP at constant Dm̃H because in the final state, the energy provided by
both the components can be fully utilized by the active enzyme complexes. In
fact, an increase in Dm̃H will cause an increase in phosphorylation rate if the in-
crease leads closer to a 1:1 optimal balance in the energy provision capacity of
the anions and the protons in the final state with respect to the operating levels
of the enzyme complexes, as compared to the initial state. An increase in Dm̃H
resulting in further imbalance of the Dy:DpH ratio from the initial ratio will
not lead to any increase in the flux. In such a situation, either the excess energy
of the ion gradients cannot be utilized and will remain stored, or a greater frac-
tion of enzyme complexes will be “energized” by permeant anions/counter-
cations creating a Dy but there will be insufficient energy to synthesize ATP, or
the energy of the excess DpH will be transduced to a rotation of half the requi-
site amount, after which the enzyme complex will stop working. It should be
emphasized that if the overall energy provided by both the proton as well as the
anion is increased such that a greater fraction of the enzyme complexes can be
recruited and made active, JATP will keep increasing with increases in the so-
called Dm̃H until n=ntotal is reached, after which JATP will saturate. Thus, there ex-
ists no unique relationship between Dm̃H and JATP, as found experimentally, and
the rate will depend on how the so-called Dm̃H is varied, as clearly seen from our
molecular mechanism.

According to the torsional mechanism, JATP will depend upon the anion and
proton concentrations on both sides of the membrane and the number (n) of
active enzyme complexes. In chemiosmosis, inhibition of a small fraction of the
ATP synthase enzyme complexes should not affect the phosphorylation rate be-
cause the value of Dm̃H remains the same before and after. In other words, in
Mitchell’s theory, the remaining, non-inhibited enzyme complexes should “see”
a larger driving force and should compensate for the inhibition by working at a
faster rate and thus keep JATP unchanged. In the framework of the torsional
mechanism, on the other hand, in the presence of sufficiently high anion and
proton concentrations (i.e., under experimental conditions when the anion and
proton concentrations do not limit the rate), the number of ATP synthase com-
plexes (n) participating in ATP synthesis decreases due to addition of the in-
hibitor; hence JATP should decrease in proportion to the fraction of ATP syn-
thase complexes inhibited. This is in harmony with experimental observations
(ii) stated at the beginning of this section, which till now had been considered
as “anomalous”. We now see that these so-called anomalies are perfectly correct
experimental observations that should not be ignored in the development of
any theory. In fact, a real molecular mechanism and theoretical framework
should be able to explain them, and not merely regard them as artifacts, or as
inconvenient observations to be swept under the carpet. A novel prediction of
the torsional mechanism is that under the above conditions, the relative inhibi-
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tion of JATP is equal to the fraction of inhibited ATP synthase enzyme complexes
(measured, say with DCCD or oligomycin as inhibitor) as well as the fraction of
inhibited redox enzyme complexes (measured with rotenone or antimycin as
inhibitor). Thus, both the redox as well as the ATPase enzymes are completely
rate-limiting. We therefore find that the torsional mechanism can unambigu-
ously explain all the apparently contradictory experimental observations of the
past fifty years without exception. Moreover, it provides us with a true mecha-
nistic understanding of the elementary events underlying ATP synthesis.

3.2
In vitro and in vivo Situations

It should be noted that in the above in vitro experiments there are two indepen-
dent agents to vary Dy and DpH, e.g., K+-valinomycin and H+, respectively, and
varying one does not affect the other. Similarly, in experiments on mitochon-
dria/chloroplasts with anions, if sodium succinate (where Na+ is a non-perme-
ant ion) is used, as opposed to succinic acid, we again have succinate monoan-
ion and H+ as separate agents that can be used to vary Dy and DpH, respec-
tively. Thus, in the above experiments, it is a requirement that changing K+ (or
succinate–) concentration shall not affect H+ concentration, and vice-versa. Un-
der physiological conditions in mitochondria/chloroplasts, we may have H+-
succinate– (and not Na+-succinate–), or, in general, H+A– as permeant ions, and
no valinomycin is present, i.e., in vivo, both permeant ions, H+ and A– are
adducts of H+A– and are present as an ion pair. In such a situation, we cannot
vary one independently of the other. In this way, the energy provision capacity
of anions and protons will always be in a 1:1 ratio. Thus, a self-regulation of the
distribution of energy quanta takes place and no excess of quanta is unneces-
sarily generated. These predictions of the torsional mechanism are nicely sup-
ported by recent measurements of the steady state and kinetics of the light-in-
duced electrochromic shift in isolated thylakoids which estimate that ~50% of
the total energy of the “protonmotive force” in vivo is stored as Dy [58].

3.3
Biological Implications

The mechanism has profound biological implications [1, 33, 35, 37–39, 69, 70].
In Mitchell’s chemiosmotic theory, energy flow is confined to concentration and
electrical gradients associated with protons, and a macroscopic, delocalized dri-
ving force (the protonmotive force, Dp=Dy–RTDpH/F, conceived as a linear ad-
dition of the two gradients) between two energized aqueous media separated by
an inert, rigid and insulating membrane is envisaged. In the chemiosmotic
framework, no force acts on membrane constituents, and no energy is stored in
the membrane. This is also the essence of Mitchell’s protonmotive osmotic en-
ergy storage equation. Thus, in chemiosmosis, two protons flow from the aque-
ous medium through a channel to the ADP site, and ATP is synthesized directly
without any changes taking place in the membrane. Our detailed molecular
mechanism shows that the ion-protein interaction energy is transiently stored
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as a twist in the a-helices of the c-subunits of F0 and that membrane conforma-
tional changes are intimately connected to energy transduction, and empha-
sizes the dynamic cyclical changes in protein structure in the membrane-bound
F0 portion of ATP synthase. Hence there is an imperative need to understand
not only what happens across the membrane but also what happens within it.
Finally, there is nothing inherently osmotic about the mechanism of ATP syn-
thesis, and osmotic energy is not directly converted to chemical energy, and our
molecular mechanism implies that energy transduction and transient storage
cannot be understood using osmotic principles alone. Energy can indeed be
stored as ion gradients across a membrane in two bulk aqueous phases; how-
ever, the membrane is not just an insulator, and according to the torsional
mechanism, molecular interactions between ion and protein-in-the-membrane
are critical for elementary steps involving transduction, storage and utilization
of the energy of the ion gradients. Thus, the fundamental process of energy 
coupling in ATP synthesis is not chemiosmotic, but mechano(electro)chemical
[1, 9, 37, 38, 69].

Several related issues emerge. In chemiosmosis, for each pair of electrons
transferred in mitochondrial respiration, up to a maximum of six protons may
be produced (H+/O=6) and the number of H+ ions transported per O consumed
cannot exceed the number of hydrogen carriers present in the respiratory
chain. Thus, the number of H+ transported per O atom=6 includes two trans-
ported over NAD, two over flavins and two over quinones, and two protons are
required for each mole of ATP synthesized from ADP and Pi (H+/ATP=2). Sev-
eral experiments, the energy balance in the torsional mechanism, as well as a
non-equilibrium thermodynamic analysis [27–29] show that these stoichiome-
tries need to be doubled to account for the coupling protons [H+/O=12,
H+/ATP=4]. These numbers have important thermodynamic consequences be-
cause smaller values of the stoichiometries require a larger protonmotive force
to make the free energy change energetically competent for ATP synthesis. The
moment experimental evidence and basic non-equilibrium thermodynamic
computation that the active proton transport machinery on the redox side must
be an ion pump that works with higher stoichiometries than that postulated in
chemiosmosis is accepted, Mitchell’s mechanism of redox loop transport along
the respiratory chain breaks down, because there are simply not enough hydro-
gen carriers to transport 12 protons per oxygen atom. Where are the extra pro-
tons going to come from?

In the chemiosmotic theory, permeant ions lead to collapse of the membrane
potential generated by the redox complexes. This leads to activation of respira-
tion and to H+ extrusion in mitochondria. In this framework, H+ translocation
is primary, while cation transport is secondary and passively compensates the
primary electrogenic translocation of protons. Thus, K+ ions distribute pas-
sively at electrochemical equilibrium in response to the delocalized Dy created
by respiration, i.e., the proton gradient drives the movement of cations. This has
in a large measure contributed to the prevailing, so-called “well-established”
view that Dy is dissipated by counter-ion fluxes. According to Mitchell, valino-
mycin makes the inner mitochondrial membrane passively permeable to K+

ions, the K+ moves instead of H+, and the Dy collapses.
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